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ABSTRACT

The advancement of smartphone technology has attracted many companies in developing mobile operating system (OS). Mozilla Corporation recently released Linux-based open source mobile OS, named Firefox OS. The emergence of Firefox OS has created new challenges, concentrations and opportunities for digital investigators. In general, Firefox OS is designed to allow smartphones to communicate directly with HTML5 applications using JavaScript and newly introduced WebAPI. However, the used of JavaScript in HTML5 applications and solely no OS restriction might lead to security issues and potential exploits. Therefore, forensic analysis for Firefox OS is urgently needed in order to investigate any criminal intentions. This paper will present an overview and methodology of mobile forensic procedures in forensically sound manner for Firefox OS.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Mobile devices are relatively small, portable and widely used by all ages of people in their daily life, business, entertainment, medical, as well as education. Mobile devices consist of mobile phones, smartphones, tablets, and personal digital assistant (PDA). The usage of mobile devices are gradually increase over the time especially smartphones and tablets. This increasing trends are due to its useful capability, numerous function and allowed many tasks which required personal computers as well as high processing power to be executed in mobile devices. Figure 1 shows the World-Wide Smartphone Sales (Thousands of Units) classified by mobile OS from Q1 2007 to Q4 2013 [1]. The number of sales are not limited to the smartphone, but also included other mobile devices such as tablets and PDAs. It is because tablets and PDAs using the same mobile OS by smartphone.

![World-Wide Smartphone Sales (Thousands of Units)](image)

Figure 1. World-Wide Smartphone Sales

Latest analysis by Gartner shows that the total numbers of smartphone sold in Q4 2013 is about 282 million units, while the total numbers of smartphone sold in Q1 2007 is about 24 million units [2-3]. In just 7 years, the total numbers of smartphone sold in Q4 2013 is about 12 times more than the total numbers of smartphone sold in Q1 2007. The highest sales growth goes to Android while the second highest goes to Apple iOS, a huge gap between first and second place. On the other hand, the remaining mobile OS shows inconsistent sale and sales growth. Figure 2 shows World-Wide Smartphone Sales by percentage [1].
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The growth of mobile devices has led to numerous companies to join in the market shares. In Q1 2007, smartphone sales were dominated by Symbian OS, followed by Windows Mobile and Research in Motion (RIM). However, with the coming of Apple iOS in Q2 2007 and Android in Q3 2008, domination by Symbian OS was slowly reduced. At present, there are no more Windows Mobile as it was replaced by Windows Phone in Q4 2010 and Samsung Bada join the race in Q2 2010. In 2014, mobile OS market share is dominated by Android, followed by Apple iOS, Windows Phone, RIM, Symbian OS, and Bada respectively. In Q1 2012, Mozilla Corporation joined the battle by releasing their own mobile OS, named as Firefox OS [4]. The OS is able to run on selected Android-compatible smartphones. The first ever Firefox OS phone was released by ZTE in Q3 2013 and followed by Alcatel, LG and Geeksphone [5-6].

Firefox OS is an open source mobile OS which is purely based on Linux-Kernel and Mozilla’s Gecko technology [7]. Firefox OS boots into a Gecko-based runtime engine and thus allow users to run applications developed exclusively using HTML5, JavaScript, and other open web application APIs. According to Mozilla Developer Network, Firefox OS is free from proprietary technology but still a powerful platform; it offers application developers an opportunity to create tremendous products [7]. Mozilla introduced WebAPI by bridging the capability gap between native frameworks and web applications. WebAPI will enable developers to build applications, and run it in any standards compliant browser without the need to rewrite their application for each platform. In addition, since the software stack is entirely HTML5, a large number of developers were already established, and users can embrace the freedom of pure HTML5 [8].

Unlike Apple iOS, Windows Phone, RIM and Android which full of manufacturer restriction, Firefox OS is based solely on HTML5, JavaScript as well as CSS, and those are totally open sources. By not having any restriction, security issues and potential exploit might come into question. According to Mozilla Developer Network, Firefox OS has designed and implemented multi-layered security model which deliver the best protection against security exploits [9]. In general, Firefox OS is using four layers security model, which are the mobile device itself, Gonk, Gecko and Gaia layers, in order to mitigate exploitation risks at every level. The mobile device is the phone running Firefox OS, while Gonk consists of the Linux-Kernel, system libraries, firmware, and device drivers. Gonk delivers features of the underlying mobile phone hardware directly to the Gecko layer. Gecko is the application runtime layer that delivers the framework for application execution, and implements the WebAPIs to access features in the mobile device. Gecko is operating as a gatekeeper that enforces security policies designed to protect the mobile device from exploitation. Gecko also enforces permissions and preventing access of unauthorized requests. Last but not least, Gaia is the suite of web applications that delivers user experience [9].

The objective of this paper is to present an overview and methodology of mobile forensic procedures for forensic investigation in Firefox OS. This paper is organized as follows; Section (2) will explain about related work to-date. Section (3) will present the proposed methodology and detail steps in forensic procedure. Section (4) will give a brief conclusion and the future work to be considered. Acknowledgement and references are also presented at the end of this paper.
2 RELATED WORKS

2.1 SIM Cards Investigation

In the earliest mobile forensic investigation, most of the digital evidences in mobile phone were stored in SIM cards. Research by Goode stated that, it is vital to acquire the data such as contacts and SMSs stored in SIM cards [10]. In addition, mobile phone memory and SIM cards also hold phone contacts which may contain critical evidences for an investigators. According to Goode, there are three evidence locations in mobile phone which are from SIM cards, identification information from a mobile phone (IMEI) and core network provider information. Similar work carried out by Willassen was by exploring SIM card and core network data in GSM phones [11]. According to Willassen, the SIM cards can provide information of network provider name with a unique identification number. The subscriber's name, phone number and address usually associated with the SIM cards. Consequently, phone records also can be retrieved from network providers. Furthermore, the contents of a SIM cards are binary data that can be taken, provided that the user has authentication either with a PIN or a PUK code. Programs or tools such as Cards4Labs and SIM-Surf Profi were used to decode the binary format into readable form. In addition, Willasen also able to recover the evidence such as phone logs, phone contacts, SMS, and phone IMEI obtained from both SIM cards and mobile phones.

On the other hand, Casadei was used open source tools, both in Windows and Linux for digital extraction from SIM cards [12]. As the result, Casadei was able to acquire the raw data in Binary format from the SIM cards. Casadei also presented an interpretation of binary raw data at a higher level of abstraction and used an open source tool named SIMbrush to examine the raw data. SIMbrush was designed to acquire digital evidence from any SIM cards in GSM network but have not tested for any modules under D-AMPS, CDMA and PDC. Additionally, SIMbrush focus more towards GSM network because GSM is the biggest mobile network in the world at that time and penetration in this network is rapidly increased. Marturana was extended the acquisition process in SIM cards by comparing data in SIM cards and smartphones [13]. According to Marturana, acquisition in the smartphone is much more complicated; this is due to the possibility of evidences are also stored in many places such as internal and flash memory.

2.2 Windows Mobile

With the arrival of smartphones, focuses are more on the Windows Mobile OS due to its similarity in nature with desktop environment. Windows Mobile OS is a simplified version of Windows OS developed by Microsoft; mainly for mobile devices. Research by Chen was able to extract SMS, phone contacts, call recording, scheduling, and documents from Windows Mobile OS via Bluetooth, Infrared and USB mode using Microsoft ActiveSync [14]. Microsoft ActiveSync used Remote API (RAPI) to manage, control, and interact with the connection equipment from the desktop computer. The acquired data were came from mobile phone internal memory, SIM card as well as removable memory. Similar research was continued by Irwin and Hunt by extracting evidences over wireless connections. They used their own developed forensic tools called as DataGrabber, CTASms and SDCap. DataGrabber was used to retrieve information from both the internal memory and any external storage card, CTASms to extract information from the mobile device’s Personal Information Manager (PIM) while SDCap was used to extract all information from external storage card. They were successfully mapping internal and external phone’s memory and transfer all files and folder to desktop computers [15].

By using RAPI function, acquisition process only capable to capture active data and capturing deleted data is not possible using this method. According to Klaver, physical acquisition method will be able to obtain non-active data in Windows Mobile OS [16]. Klaver was proposed a versatile method to investigate isolated volume of Windows Mobile OS database files for both active and deleted data. Klaver was used freely available
tools of forensic application and explained the known methods of physical acquisition. Deleted data can be recovered by using advanced acquisition methods like chip extraction and this method was able to bypass password protection. Casey was extended the finding by describing various methods of acquiring and examining data on Windows Mobile devices. Casey was also able to capture text messages, multimedia, e-mail, web browsing, and registry entries [17]. Some of the captured data by Casey were locked by the OS itself, and require XACT from Micro Systemation and ItsUtils to work together with Microsoft ActiveSync. These tools will help to unlock certain files and convert the ASCII format in cemail.vol structure to a readable SMS. This research was also focused on potentially useful sources of evidences in Windows Mobile OS and addressed the potential evidences found in \temp folder. In the recent work, Kaart made an investigation by reverse-engineering the pim.vol volume files in Windows Mobile OS [18]. pim.vol is a Microsoft’s Embedded Database (EDB) volume that consists of information related to phone contacts, calendars, appointments, call history, speed-dial settings and tasks [18]. Kaart was successfully reverse-engineering important parts of EDB volume format which allow them to recover unallocated records. Kaart was also delivered the mapping from internal column identifiers into readable format for some familiar databases in pim.vol volumes and created a parser that can automatically extract all allocated records exist in a volume.

Microsoft ActiveSync in Windows Mobile OS placing an agent into mobile devices. This action may alter the stored data in mobile devices such as the last synchronization date and time; or the name of the last computer synchronize with the devices. For this reason, Rehault was proposed a method of using boot-loader concept; which is non-writable and able to protect the evidences from being altered [19]. Rehault was also proposed an analysis method to process specific files with specific format. The main focus in this research was to obtain registry hives and the cemail.vol which contain deleted data. By reconstructing back registry hives, digital evidence such as SMS, MMS as well as email can be obtained and retrieved from cemail.vol. On the other hand, Research by Grispos make a comparison of forensic tools using different approaches for acquisition and decode process [20]. According to Grispos, there are strengths and weaknesses of each types of acquisition. Grispos stated that, logical acquisition is more efficient for recovering user data, whereas physical acquisition can retrieve deleted files [20]; but this procedure can damage the device while it is being dismantled. Besides that, Kumar was proposed an agent based tool developed for forensically acquiring and analyzing in Windows Mobile OS [21]. This tool is develop based on client server approach, whereby client is installed on desktop PC and server agent is inject into mobile devices before acquisition process. As for analyzing process, this tool was able to display and decode the image created during acquisition. This research also make a comparison between Paraben's Device Seizure, Oxygen's Forensics Tool as well as Cellebrite UFED and claimed to perform better in Windows Mobile OS. On the other hand, Canlar was proposed LiveSD Forensics to obtain digital evidence from both the Random-Access Memory (RAM) and the Electronically Erasable Programmable Read Only Memory (EEPROM) of Windows Mobile OS. This research was claimed to generate the smallest memory alteration, thus the integrity of evidences is well preserved [22].

2.3 Symbian OS

Symbian OS is one of the famous mobile OS in the golden age of smartphone. Forensic work by Mokhonoana and Olivier was discussed about the development of an on-phone forensic logical acquisition tool for the Symbian OS [23]. Mokhonoana and Olivier was performed UNIX dd command to acquire the image from the phone. They also discussed different methods of retrieving data from a Symbian OS consists of manual acquisition, using forensic tools, logical acquisition, physical acquisition and data acquired from service providers. Additionally, Breeuwsma was proposed a low level approach for the forensic examination of flash memories and describes three
low-level data acquisition methods for making full memory copies of flash memory devices [24]. Their work has been identified as pioneer in physical acquisition techniques using chip-off, JTAG and pseudo-physical. The work has been tested on Symbian OS devices.

On the other hand, Rossi and Me was proposed a new methodology and a tool to obtain the data by using the removable memory [25]. A tool to obtain the data is stored in a removable memory and the acquisition process is performed locally. In addition, this tool not only performs acquisition process, but also compiles log and marks the data with some one-way hash algorithm to provide data integrity. Test result is divided into three condition of mobile devices and result obtained are different. Therefore, Rossi and Me suggest to maintain the device in the most possible original status. Besides that, Dellutri was proposed a novel methodology by applying data reverse-engineering on Symbian devices [26]. The proposed methodology also shows full potential when running on mobile operating systems which data formats are not open or not public. The investigation used Mobile Internal Acquisition Tool (MIAT) and run into more than 50 Symbian OS devices. Dellutri was able to capture personal data, Symbian OS personal data files format, obsolete data and hidden information during forensic process.

Moreover, Yu was proposed a process model for forensic analysis in Symbian OS. The process model consists of five stages which are Preparation and Version Identification; Remote Evidence Acquisition; Internal Evidence Acquisition; Analysis and Presentation; and Review. According to Yu, this model can overcome some problems of forensic investigation in Symbian OS [27]. Savoldi and Gubain was presented an assessment about specifically forensic acquisition focusing on security features in Symbian OS [28]. They gave an overview about OS and file system architecture. According to Savoldi and Gubain, only physical acquisition was able to recover a bitwise copy of the flash memory without bypassing any security mechanisms. On the other hand, Pooters was created a forensic tool called Symbian Memory Imaging Tool (SMIT) to be executed on the Symbian OS and created linear bitwise copies of the internal flash memory [29]. SMIT able to acquire the image of the internal flash memory and copies the images to a removable memory. SMIT has been tested on a Nokia E65, E70 and N78 model.

Thing and Tan was proposed a method to acquire privacy-protected data from smartphones running the latest Symbian OS v9.4 and smartphones running the prior Symbian OS v9.3 [30]. They also presented reverse-engineering analysis work on the active and deleted SMS recovery from the on-phone memory of Symbian OS. In addition, Thing and Chua was proposed a forensics evidentiary acquisition tool for Symbian OS [31]. Their acquisition tool was built to support a low-level bit-by-bit acquisition of the phone’s internal flash memory, including the unallocated space. They also conducted an analysis to perform a detail of the fragmentation scenarios in Symbian OS. Apart from that, Savoldi made a brief survey and comparison between mobile forensic investigation in Windows Mobile OS and Symbian S60 [32]. In his work, Savoldi acquired the evidences using both logical and physical methods. Savoldi was also illustrated the differences and identified possible common methodology for future forensic exploration. Conversely, Mohtasebi was studied four mobile forensic tools; namely Paraben Device Seizure, Oxygen Forensic Suite, MIAT, and MOBILedit! to extract evidences from Nokia E5-00 Symbian OS phone [33]. The comparison was to check the ability to extract evidence and to examine information types such as call logs, map history, and user data files.

2.4 Apple iOS

Forensic investigation and examination in Apple iOS was practically started by Bader and Baggili. They performed investigation and examination on logical backup of the iPhone 3GS by using the Apple iTunes backup utility [34]. Significant forensic evidences such as e-mail messages, SMS, MMS, calendar events, browsing history, locations services, phone contacts, call history as well as voicemail recording was found and can be retrieved using this iPhone acquisition method.
Husain later extended the finding by proposed a simple and cost effective framework for iPhone forensic analysis [35]. Followed the same approach by Bader and Baggili, iTunes was used to force backup the iPhone and logical copy of backup data can be found in computer hard drive. This method can captured the entire data from iPhone without Jailbreak the devices. Jailbreak is a method to release the security features of the iDevice and permits a direct connect to the data inside. Husain was used MobileSyncBrowser to analyse the backup file which is in binary format; converting them into lists and databases. Furthermore, SQLite Database Browser was used to analyse database file and Plist Editor was used to analyse Apple Property List file.

Moreover, Said was carried a research by comparing Facebook and Twitter in Apple iOS, Windows Mobile OS and RIM BlackBerry [39]. The aim of this research is to investigate the different types of logical backup and encryption techniques used in three mobile OS. In the same way, Mutawa later on made SNS comparison between Facebook, Twitter and MySpace in three different OS which are Apple iOS, Android and RIM BlackBerry [40]. The examination and analysis was started by uploading picture and post a comment from mobile devices using each SNS from different platform. The aimed of this analysis is to determine whether activities performed earlier are stored and can be captured from internal mobile devices memory. Similar research was published by Lee and Park by capturing the SNS data using different forensic tools [41]. On the other hand, Levinson explore an investigation for third party applications in iOS platform [42]. According to Levinson, most mobile forensic work emphasis on typical mobile telephony data such as contact information, SMS, and voicemail messages. However, there are heaps of third party application might leave forensically relevant artifacts in mobile devices. For investigation purpose, Levinson acquired data from 8 third party application in Apple iOS platform. As a result, Levinson found information about user accounts, timestamps, geo-locational references, additional contact information, native files, and various media files. All these data typically stored in plaintext format and can provide relevant information to a forensic investigators.

In the contrary, Husain and Sridhar was focused on Instant Messaging (IM) data in Apple iOS [36]. This research made an analysis to forecast the potential use of Ims that can lead to cyber bully and cyber stalking. Once the data captured, Paraben Device Seizure, Aesco Radio Tactics and Wolf Sixth Legion were used to analyse the data. The output of this analysis were included username, password, buddy list, last login time and conversation together with timestamp. Similarly, Jung was reviewed the types of Social Network Services (SNS) that available in Apple iPhone and made further studied on acquisition process in Apple iOS platform [37]. Jung made an analysis on eight SNS in Apple iOS which are Cyworld, Me2Day, Daum Yozm, Twitter, Facebook, NateOn UC, KakaoTalk and MyPeople. However, this method required root access to the devices. Therefore, Jung Jailbreak the device to get full access permission. The examination and analysis of SNS continued by Tso [38]. Tso was discussed five most popular mobile SNS applications in Apple iOS usages such as Facebook, WhatsApp Messenger, Skype, Windows Live Messenger and Viber. Tso was followed methods by Husain by forcing Apple iTunes to make a logical copy of backup data. Tso ran two experiment, the first data acquisition was after applications installation, while the second data acquisition was after applications deletion.

Additionally, in order to create Apple iOS image, we need to install SSH server and transfer the Apple iOS internal storage via Wi-Fi into desktop computer. However, this approach may require up to 20 hours. Therefore, Gómez-Miralles and Arnedo-Moreno were presented a novel approach by using an iPad’s camera connection kit attached via USB connection [43]. This approach was greatly reduces acquisition time. On the bad side, Jailbreak is required in order to gain full access and it is not considered as a forensically sound manner for forensic investigation. For that reason, Iqbal made a research to obtain an Apple iOS image without Jailbreak the device and run the...
acquisition process on the RAM level [44]. Apple iOS devices need to reboot and enter the recovery mode before connected to their own developed tools. The imaging process was less than 30 minutes and they were successfully developed an acquisition method that protects the integrity of the collected evidences. Recently, Ariffin was proposed an operational technique that allows digital forensic investigators to recover deleted image files by referring to Apple iOS journaling file system [45]. The proposed method was implemented on an iDevice that has been Jailbreak and used a customized RAM disk that was loaded into the device RAM. This technique was successfully recover deleted image files from the journal file and was tested on iPhone 3GS and iPhone 4.

2.5 Google Android

Android becomes a new mobile forensic investigation emphasis due to its strong hold in the market share and currently have the biggest active user using Android platform. Android was built based on Linux-Kernel and user has the ability to rewrite the firmware, boot-loader and other root activities. Research by Lessard and Kessler were among the first in Android platform [46]. They performed logical acquisition on HTC Hero to acquire physical image. UNIX dd command was performed to get an image from \dev\mtld directory. The examination was done on flash memory and removable memory by AccessData Forensic Toolkit (FTK) Imager v2.5.1. Apart from that, Anti-forensic among the major consideration in Android investigation. Research by Distefano was preserved the data from being damaged by using anti-forensics approach through a local paradigm [47]. This approach was exported some critical data which need to be identified in XML format and save it into private directory and it is unreachable from any other applications. Albano also worked on anti-forensics to modify and erase, securely and selectively, the digital evidence in Android [48]. This technique do not use any cryptographic primitives or make any changes to the file system. Moreover, Azadegan introduce the design and implementation of three novel anti-forensic approaches for data deletion and manipulation on three forensics tools [49]. This research also identify the limitation of current forensic tools flow design.

Quick and Alzaabi was performed logical and physical acquisition on Sony Xperia 10i [50]. Logical acquisition was not able to acquire the full size of the file system, while physical acquisition achieved a bitwise acquisition of the flash memory. They also claimed that they has successfully generated a complete copy of the internal NAND memory. On the other hand, Sylve was presented the first methodology and toolset for acquisition of volatile physical memory from Android devices [51]. This method was created a new kernel module for dumping memory and Sylve has further develop a tool to acquire and analyse the data. Sylve was also presented an analysis of kernel structures using newly developed volatility functionality. On the contrary, Vidas was proposed a general method of acquiring process for Android by using boot modes [52]. This technique reconstructed the recovery partition and associated recovery mode of an Android for acquisition purposes. The acquired data has to be in recovery image format. Custom boot-loader method has become popular in Android because the user is able to get root permission; and able to acquire an image of the flash memory. Another research using boot-loader method was conducted by Park [53]. This research was mainly focused on fragmented flash memory due to the increase of flash memory deployment in mobile phones. In addition, Son was conducted an evaluation on Android Recovery Mode method in terms of data integrity preservation [54]. Son developed an Android Extractor to ensure the integrity of acquired data and presented a case study to test their tool’s ability. The test was conducted on seven Samsung smartphones with rooted Android capability and emphasis on YAFFS2 and Ext4 files. The results from the use of JTAG method was served as a comparison vector to the Recovery Mode.

In the different research perspective, Racioppo and Murthy made a case study about physical and logical forensic acquisition in HTC Incredible
[55]. AccessData Forensic Toolkit (FTK) Imager v3.0.1 was used to make an image from removable SD memory. After that, they root the device and gaining access to the root directory. They were able to create a bitwise copy of the seven MTDs presented in \dev\mtd directory. Examination was done using Ubuntu’s scalpel and claimed that the physical acquisition much more effective to discover corrupted or destroyed files. Moreover, Andriotis was proposed a method for acquiring forensic evidences from Android smartphones using open source tools [56]. The investigation was able to obtain information regarding the use of the Bluetooth technology and Wi-Fi networks on four Android running devices. They specified the files and folders to be targeted and highlighted some security problems that might occur by exposing user’s passwords in certain cases by the Android system. In addition, Mylonas was extended the acquisition work and focusing on phone’s sensors as critical evidence sources [57]. They studied the involvement of sensor like accelerometer, proximity sensor, GPS, compasses, etc in forensic investigation procedures which can be used to infer the user’s context. However, they found that the sensor data are volatile and not available in post-mortem analysis. For that reason, they developed the tool named Themis to collect suspect’s data. Themis consists of two major parts, workstation version and the mobile agent in Android. They presented promising result but yet to prove its effectiveness in practice due to the need of bypass Android security mechanism and need to place mobile agent in each phone.

The newly acquisition method is the live acquisition. Thing was proposed an automated system in acquiring evidences and claimed that this method consistently achieved 100% evidence acquisition rate for outgoing message and 75.6% to 100% evidence acquisition rate for incoming message [58]. Thing was used Android as the test platform and Message Script Generator, UI/Application Exerciser Monkey, Chat Bot, memgrab and Memory Dump Analyzer (MDA) as the forensic tools. Although the acquisition rate is high, this method was only tested by using their own developed chat bot and yet to be tested using commercial IM. Another live acquisition research is by Lai. Lai was proposed data acquisition in Android; and deliver the data to the Google cloud server in real time [59]. This method really can delivered the intended data, but the integrity of the data is questionable. As for monitoring, Guido used live forensic to remotely monitor and audit malware activity on Android devices [60]. It consists of five elements, each one detecting changes in specific parts of the OS such as bootloader, recovery, file system, deleted files and APK files. Even many successful detections, they discovered some malware false positive result and inability to detect some deleted entries.

2.6 RIM BlackBerry

Another major player in mobile market share is BlackBerry. As for the BlackBerry, Fairbanks was presented a framework for an open source BlackBerry IPD file forensics tool [61]. Fairbanks was executed a python tool that parses the IPD file upon user request for specific resources. That tool is able to capture the messages, contacts, SMS records, memos, call logs, and the task list from an IPD file. This work was tested on BlackBerry 7290. The result was good but they did not provide enough data to the potential readers. On the other work, Sasidharan and Thomas generated BlackBerry image from BlackBerry Acquisition and Analysis Tool (BAAT), which is injected on the device before acquisition process [62]. The tool also analyse the forensic image and shows phone contents in different file viewers. However, they unable to read and parse the SMS databases because the version of the BlackBerry JDE at that time does not supports API to access SMS databases from the device. In the recent BlackBerry research, Marzougy was presented the logical acquisition of the .bbb file produced by a BlackBerry Playbook tablet [63]. They used the BlackBerry Desktop Management (BDM) software to perform the logical acquisition. The extracted information were varying from system information and user data and also failed to retrieve deleted entries. For future work, they plan to run more tests on a wide range of BlackBerry models.
3 PROPOSED WORK

In order to run forensic investigation and analysis, we are proposing this methodology to be conducted during the investigation process. It is based on Smith and Petreski approach [64]. Our methodology and approach consist of three procedures. This methodology is a basic approach and purely designed for Firefox OS. There will be many type of files and analysis, thus it is designed to have specific targeted data checklist. The use of this checklist is to identify relevant data align with specific analysis. This data checklist can be updated from time to time.

3.1 Preparation and Preservation Procedure

The first procedure is the Preparation and Preservation. This procedure starts with knowledge and information check. If the knowledge about Firefox OS is not sufficient, knowledge gathering is required. It is vital to understand Firefox OS architecture before forensic investigation started. In general, Firefox OS architecture consist of 3 layers [65]. The first layer is an application layer called Gaia and work as user interface for smartphones. The second layer is open web platform interface. The second layer used Gecko engine and provide all support for HTML5, JavaScript as well as CSS. All the targeted evidence are stored in this layer. The third layer called Gonk is infrastructure layer and consist of Linux-Kernel. There are two types of storage in Firefox OS running phone which are internal SD storage and additional micro-SD card. Figure 4 shows an illustration version of Firefox OS architecture.

Figure 3. Preparation and preservation procedure

The second step is to create a system configuration and setup forensic software as well as related hardware. In this step, we need to have a smartphone preinstalled with Firefox OS, forensic tools, physical and logical connectivity. We will
use *Geeksphone Peak* as our test Firefox OS phone as per shows below

![Geeksphone Peak](image1)

**Figure 5. Geeksphone Peak**

*Geeksphone Peak* is among the first Firefox running OS phone released and was marketed under developer preview model. It was released in April 2013. This phone is equipped with Firefox OS version 1.1.1 as shows in Figure 6.

![Geeksphone Peak information detail](image2)

**Figure 6. Geeksphone Peak information detail**

Mozilla released an update for their OS regularly and any stable build can be update via over-the-air. Table 1 below shows the specification detail for this phone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th>Detail</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>1.2 GHz Qualcomm Snapdragon S4 8225 processor (ARMv7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>512 MB Ram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storage</td>
<td>- Internal 4GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Micro SD up to 16GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery</td>
<td>- 1800 mAh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- micro-USB charging</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Inputs</td>
<td>Capacitive multi-touch IPS display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Display</td>
<td>540 × 960 px (qHD) capacitive touchscreen, 4.3”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensor</td>
<td>- Ambient light sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Proximity sensor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Accelerometer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camera</td>
<td>8 MP (Rear), 2 MP (Front)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>- WLAN IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Bluetooth 2.1 +EDR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- micro-USB 2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- GPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- mini-SIM card</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- FM receiver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compatible</td>
<td>- GSM 850 / 900 / 1800 / 1900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network</td>
<td>- HSPA (Tri-band)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- HSPA/UMTS 850 / 1900 / 2100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimension</td>
<td>- Width: 133.6 millimetres (5.26 in)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Height: 66 millimetres (2.6 in)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Thickness: 8.9 millimetres (0.35 in)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As for the phone connectivity, we are using *micro-USB 2.0* port. Subsequently, we need to make a connection between the phone and the host machine. Firefox OS is based on *Linux-Kernel* and the design more or less are similar with *Android*. For that reason, we can easily access the phone using *Android Debug Bridge (ADB)*. The *ADB* is a toolkit integrated in the *Android SDK* package and consists of both client and server-side codes. The codes are able to communicate with one another. We will run UNIX dd command from the *ADB* to acquire the phone image. After that, we will use *AccessData Forensic Toolkit* and *HxD Hex Editor* to further examine the acquired image during examination and analysis procedure.
Next we need to prepare a list of relevant and non-relevant data. This list is very important to identify relevant data to be captured later. For example, if we conduct log analysis, relevant data will be chat log, call log, system log and other related information. The next step is to verify the integrity of data and device. Only if the integrity of data and device is confirmed, then we can proceed to Acquisition procedure. Else, the package need to be returned to requestor.

### 3.2 Acquisition Procedure

![Diagram of Acquisition Procedure]

Figure 7. Acquisition Procedure

The second procedure in our proposed methodology is Acquisition Procedure. This procedure is mainly for acquiring and imaging the targeted data. Here, we will use several forensic tools; physical or logical depending on the targeted data to obtain. The process starts with acquiring and imaging targeted forensic data which falls under relevant list. From our observation, we found that the evidences can be captured from internal SD storage, micro-SD and other user partitions. Acquiring data from some part of the internal SD storage and micro-SD card are relatively easy; the phone only need to be connected to the host machine and internal SD storage as well as micro-SD card can be mounted as removable drive. However, acquiring data from other user partitions in internal storage is quite a challenging tasks.

An additional driver for Geeksphone Peak need to be installed into the host machine. We will use Windows 8 as an operating system in the host machine. Once connected using the micro-USB 2.0 port, Windows 8 will ask for the driver. The supported USB driver can be downloaded from Geeksphone web. Once the installation finished, Geeksphone Peak will appear in the Device Manager as shows in Figure 8 and internal SD storage as well as micro-SD card will be mounted into the host machine as Linux File-CD Gadget USB Device.

![Mounted phone storage]

Figure 8. Mounted phone storage

In order to access the storage from the host machine, we need to enable USB storage in the phone setting. To enable the storage, we need to go to

phone Settings > Storage

and enable USB storage as shows in Figure 9.
After that, we need to go to
Media storage > Internal Storage
and enable Share using USB as shows in Figure 10. This option will make an internal SD storage to be appear in the host machine

To access the micro-SD card, repeat the same process by go to
Media storage > SD Card Storage
and enable it as shows in Figure 11.

From this way, we can access both internal SD storage and micro-SD card. However, only around 1GB storage can be access for internal storage, while the remaining 3GB internal storage still cannot be access. Figure 13 shows all the files in the internal SD storage.
At the time we were conducting this experiment, there is no single file was stored in the micro-SD card. As for the internal SD storage, we can simply copy all these files into the host machine and analyse it. For remaining part of the internal storage, we need to run UNIX dd command to acquire the whole image of the internal storage. In order to acquire the phone image, we will use UNIX dd command in ADB environment. Before we start the ADB, we must disable the USB storage support and unmounts micro-SD card from the host machine. After that, we run command prompt (CMD) and pointing the command start to %AndroidSDK%/sdk/platform-tools folder. To start ADB, type the following

```
adb shell
```

This command will establish the connection between the phone and the host machine and root@android:/ # access will appear in the CMD. After that, we type the following to run dd command:

```
dd if=/dev/block/mmcblk0
  of=/mnt/emmc/evidence.img
```

The image is pointing into the micro SD card and we does not put any block size, by default it is 512KB. The process will take up until 10 minutes depending the block size chosen and the acquired image is around 3.64GB (internal storage size). This acquired image will cover all partitions in the internal storage and also cover unallocated partition. In order to transfer the acquired image into the host machine, we need to mount back the micro SD card and follow the previous step in Figure 9 which is

```
phone Settings > Storage
```

and enable back the phone storage. The host machine will again detecting the removable drive and acquired image will be appear as shows in the Figure 15.

![Figure 13. Phone storage](image)

![Figure 14. Root Access](image)

![Figure 15. Acquired image from the Firefox OS running phone](image)
After the image is obtained, the relevant data list will be marked and updated. This step only involve specific files in the relevant data list. For example, if we want to run log analysis, only log file will be acquired. The second step is to verify the remaining data, if the remaining data in the smartphone is still relevant, the first process is repeated, and it will write down the details into relevant data list. After all relevant data is obtained, we will gather all initial finding and present it to the requester. Analysis procedure will start after all targeted data acquired.

### 3.3 Examination and Analysis Procedure

![Figure 16](image)

The last procedure in our methodology is Examination and Analysis Procedure. This procedure will focus on deeper attributes of acquired data. All the information will be analysed using additional tools such as SQL viewer to open the database file, HxD Hex Editor to open unspecified format files or AccessData Forensic Toolkit to examine the image file. In this procedure, the acquired data will be examined and analysed to find the application involved in creating, editing, modifying, sending and receiving targeted file. Later, we will investigate the data origin; and the directory it came from. The third sub step is to find when the file was created, accessed, modified, received, sent, viewed, deleted and launched. The fourth sub step is to analyze how it was created, transmitted, modified and used. Registry entry and system log need to be checked and relevant information will be identified and rectified again. Last but not least, we need to repeat all the step, to ensure that there is no missing data during the analysis. Once completed, we can start documenting the result. As for this testing purposes, we try to find the tree directory of the files in the internal SD storage. Table 2 shows tree directory in internal SD storage.

#### Table 2. Tree directory in internal SD storage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Evidence</th>
<th>Tree Directory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thumbnail in photo</td>
<td>%Internal%gallery\previews\DCIM\100MZLLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alarms setting</td>
<td>%Internal%Alarms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installed apps</td>
<td>%Internal%Android\data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photo gallery</td>
<td>%Internal%DCIM\100MZLLA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downloads</td>
<td>%Internal%Download</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third party apps</td>
<td>%Internal%external_sd\Android\data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Event logs</td>
<td>%Internal%logs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recovery folder</td>
<td>%Internal%LOST.DIR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Video files</td>
<td>%Internal%Movies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Audio files</td>
<td>%Internal%Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notifications log</td>
<td>%Internal%Notifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Received picture</td>
<td>%Internal%Picture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Podcasts info</td>
<td>%Internal%Podcasts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ringtones</td>
<td>%Internal%Ringtones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Screenshots</td>
<td>%Internal%screenshots</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temp folder</td>
<td>%Internal%tmp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Downloaded updates</td>
<td>%Internal%updates</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This file analysis only covered for internal SD storage only. For remaining part of the internal storage, we need to further examine the phone image. For that reason, we use AccessData Forensic Toolkit to open the captured image. Once we open it, we can see the image consists of 21 partitions as shows in the Figure 17.

![Figure 17](image-url) The list of the partition in the phone image

The internal SD storage belongs to partition no 18, named Internal SD-FAT32. Other than partition no 3 which is NONAME-FAT16 and partition no 18, remaining partitions were detected as unknown by AccessData Forensic Toolkit. From our observation, we believe that these partition will covers the recovery image, boot partition, system files, local files, cache, user's data and other useful information for forensic investigators.

### 4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper explains about an overview and methodology of mobile forensic procedures in Firefox OS. To our concern, there will be no restriction in Firefox OS and it is design to have the freedom of HTML5. Therefore, we will not include any step for rooting the devices; hence the integrity of the data can be preserved. This new approach might be applicable with other mobile platform but it is purely design for Firefox OS. Checklist will be used to classify targeted data during acquisition. Later on, we will work on file, log, system, memory and full data analysis, therefore checklist is very important during each procedures. In this paper we only demonstrated certain steps to show our approach are working perfectly for Firefox OS. Every steps in each procedure has been explained properly to show how we can conduct further experiments.
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